Instructions for the Samsung TVs of the study places

The TVs are commercially available devices of the Samsung brand. All of the TVs have the latest smart functions and access to the Internet.

Two TVs per room are also connected to the satellite system of the residential complexes. Therefore, both the apps and the TV program can be used.

The remote control

As can be seen in the two pictures, the respective remote controls of the TVs are located on the back of the device. The remote control is connected to the device by Velcro and can be detached.
The spiral band connected to the TV allows the remote control to be used at a limited distance.

To illustrate the use of the remote control, here is an example. At the top left is the on and off button. Underneath is the button that can be used to open the number picker (e.g. to switch to a specific channel number).
In the middle is the control circuit, which can be used for navigation ("up – down – right – left"). In the center of the control circuit is the "select" button. Underneath is the triple combination for "back", "home_smart hub" and "play/pause". This is followed by the two controls "vol-up", "vol-down" and "channel-up" and "channel-down". The last three buttons are shortcut buttons to the apps shown.

There is an HDMI socket under each TV. This can be used to connect external devices (e.g. game consoles, notebooks, Blu-Ray players, etc.) to the TV. The devices are not provided by the Studierendenwerk Paderborn, therefore students have to bring their own.
Streaming-Dienste

The TVs are all smart TVs. The common apps are already pre-installed. Among other things, the following can be used:

- Sky Go
- Amazon Video
- Netflix
- ARD media library
- ZDF media library
- DAZN
- Disney+
- ...

However, a private account is required to use these apps. The Studierendenwerk Paderborn only provides the technical environment and does not provide subscriptions to the respective streaming services.